How Foxit boosts end user productivity

Everyone knows that end users are in path-of-least-resistance mode at all times. That’s why they drive IT crazy with BYOD and
using unapproved apps and cloud storage.
So, when it comes to document creation, what can you do to smooth their path and still maintain control? Give them software like
Foxit PhantomPDF. Here’s why.

Build better documents
Most PDF editors do just that—let you edit PDFs. PhantomPDF goes beyond mere PDF editing and is a full-fledged PDF
creator too, giving you lots of ways to create PDF files, including:
Creating a new PDF document as easily as you create a document with a word processor by adding and editing text, adding and
modifying objects, and creating layouts.
Using your favorite Microsoft Office software and virtually any other file
format to create the most popular PDF formats—PDF, PDF/A, PDF/X, PDF/E,
and Section 508 accessible files.
Scanning and OCR to turn paper documents into searchable PDF
documents that move your organization towards paperless.
Creating interactive forms and pull their data into your database, reducing
data entry and the errors that come with it.
Working the same way on any device, including desktop (Mac and
Windows), tablet and smartphones (iOS, Android and Windows Phone)
And, of course, you can do all this while collaborating with other users, making changes in real time that the whole team can
participate in and stay on top of.
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Manage documents better
For many end users, publishing a document means hitting “send”. But there are other elements of sharing a document, such as
version control, document storage and digital signing, that need to be considered.
Your organization may offer those functions in other software systems, it’s true. But the reality is, end users don’t use them
because they’re not the fastest way from point A to point B.
You can keep users productive while tightening business processes up, though, by using PhantomPDF. That’s because all
versions of PhantomPDF, including business and mobile, have ConnectedPDF. Here’s a simple example of what it does.
That form someone in your organization put online six months ago needs updating because one of the laws it references has
changed. Problem is, others have downloaded it and reposted it. So how do you ensure that the form gets updated everywhere it
exists digitally?
ConnectedPDF is your answer. It embeds identity and intelligence into PDF documents, so users don’t have to rely on—or run the
risk of bypassing—monolithic, costly, hard-to-use content management systems.

ConnectedPDF gives you:
Document security built into the PDF documents you
create, letting you grant and revoke access rights in
real-time, no matter where your document is.
Document intelligence that lets you see who accessed
your file and what they did with it (printed, shared,
deleted the third paragraph, etc.) to get insight into
how your documents are used and how best to create,
recreate and refine them in the future.
Version control that automatically notifies readers
when new versions of the document are available.

All in all, PhantomPDF means end users can just get things done with no extra steps to worry about while you still get the control
you need—and the insight you can’t get anywhere else.
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Work on any platform
While we built all this into PhantomPDF to make end users
more productive, our goal is to help your IT team, too.
Standardizing on Foxit enables users to work on any
platform they like, since our solutions run on any device,
including desktop (Mac and Windows), tablet and
smartphones (iOS, Android and Windows Phone). That
keeps users happy and helps prevent “shadow IT
operations” in which users employ unauthorized apps.
Plus, users can access their documents anywhere
using popular cloud storage services, giving them a
true anywhere, any platform solution that helps free IT
from having to handle document incompatibilities and
end user support.

Enterprise-ready
We at Foxit live and breathe documents, so we’ve looked at them from all sides. And we’re a big company ourselves, so we
know what enterprises need from a software solution. That’s why we built PhantomPDF to:
Work with popular storage sharing products
Offer affordable licensing options for enterprises
Integrate with content management systems
Be easily deployable at scale
Because PhantomPDF has a familiar Microsoft Office-style ribbon toolbar, plus we offer a wide selection of online tutorials and
live training, ramp-up really is smooth. Check out our case studies and you’ll see our customers praise our fast and easy rollout
time and again.
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From a partner you can trust
Not only do you and your end users get the functionality and control you need, you get it from a world-class company.
That’s because Foxit Software is the industry’s #2 PDF provider, making us a financially strong choice that you can count on.
We’re trusted by the world’s biggest companies, like Google, Amazon Kindle, Evernote, Nasdaq, and Dell—all of whom use us to
power their PDF solutions.
Plus, we offer world-class support that earns high marks from customers, time and time again.
As you can see, PhantomPDF is a powerful PDF editor and PDF creator that supports your complete document lifecycle, from
creation to review, editing to distributing, and managing, protecting and gaining insight.
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